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Welcome to 123 Sunshine Street, 
home of five best friends who call themselves  

the Sunshine Squad. 



Together they do kind deeds and spread sunshine.  
They’re everyday heroes. But as one of them is about 
to find out, even heroes need help sometimes. . . . 



That afternoon in apartment four, Sophie is 
visiting her friend Mia.

“I wish I had a dollhouse like yours,” Sophie says. 



Mia’s dollhouse has tiny furniture, dishes, and 
even working lights. But what Sophie loves most 
of all is its small dog. Sophie named her Emma. 

Emma always smiles at Sophie with love.
We are meant to be together, Sophie thinks.



“I never even play with that dollhouse,” Mia says.  
“It was Abuela’s.” She leaps to the window.  
“I’d rather play basketball. Let’s go!”



Sophie gazes at Emma, snug in her hand. 

She’s so small, Sophie thinks. Nobody will 
notice if I take her home. Besides, Mia 
doesn’t even like dollhouses.

Without a word, Sophie slips the dog into her pocket.



Would you do the right thing?
Sophie’s friend Mia has the best dollhouse. Sophie loves all the tiny furniture and people, 
but what she loves most of all is the tiny dog named Emma who lives in the dollhouse. 
Emma would be right at home in Sophie’s room, which is full of animals. When Sophie 
gives in to temptation, she can’t stop worrying. What will Mia say  
when she discovers the missing dog?

Sophie has some serious thinking to do. Can her best friends  
on the Sunshine Squad give her some good advice?
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